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Performance management systems: reviewing
the rise of dynamics and digitalization
Jonatan Sahlin*1 and Jannis Angelis2

Abstract: Purpose: Given the rise of big data and use of analytics, this study
explores how the performance measurement systems research field has incorpo-
rated dynamic aspects and digitalization prevalent in rapidly changing and com-
petitive environments. Design/methodology/approach: In the study we conduct
a software supported and iterative systematic literature review of the performance
management field together with a keyword network analysis. The meta-analysis
provided a quantitative method that identified gaps and directions. Findings: The
findings suggest there is a link between performance measurement systems and
dynamics, but the link is weak, and the main research does not incorporate dynamic
elements. There is an observable research community interest in managing infor-
mation for informed decisions through digitalization. However, two broad research
perspectives on performance management systems in highly dynamic and compe-
titive environments were identified, one group exploring dynamic conditions, and
the other digital technologies and optimization. Researchers positioning themselves
in the dynamic subgroup are likely take an organizational or human capital per-
spective when exploring applications of performance management systems, while
the other group mainly pursues research within artificial intelligence, automatiza-
tion, and optimization. There is limited research with coverage of both groups,
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highlighting a notable gap in the existing research. Practical implications: The
study presents several identified gaps within performance management systems
and dynamic environments to be addressed with further empirical research. In
addition, k-core analysis presented a conceptual context to position future research.
Continued research will help managers develop performance measurement sys-
tems, based on real-time data, that move synchronously with the rapidly changing
environment rather than maintaining inert systems that might adversely affect
performance. Originality/value: This paper contributes to the understanding of
performance measurement and management research in dynamic and digital
environments.

Subjects: Artificial Intelligence; Operations Management; Operations Research

Keywords: dynamic; performance management systems; algorithmic management;
digitalization

1. Introduction
Traditional tools and models to support strategy-making are based on systematic collection of pre-
defined and purposely collected data to address specific information needs of decision makers.
Existing strategy theory describes how well-defined measures and indicators provide input to both
accountingmodels and various strategic decisions (Constantiou & Kallinikos, 2015). Managers in these
settings analyze their operations and develop efficient processes in linear steps, starting with the
formulation of strategy and ending with implementation (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000). Performance
Measurement Systems (PMS) are used in this context to provide a more structured way of managing
operations as they gauge performance and provide information supporting informed decisions (Neely,
1997). Here managers, through a cognitive and analytical process, translate their vision into perfor-
mance measures to align management activities such as; decision-making, target setting, and
performance evaluation with the achievements of strategic objectives (Franco-Santos, Lucianetti, &
Bourne, 2012). However, digitalization and the use of big data challenges existingmodels for strategy-
making, as its large-unstructured andmiscellaneous nature does not fit well with existing models and
tools, which in turn will need significant alternation or replacement (Constantiou & Kallinikos, 2015).
Importantly, in contrast to traditional analysis where an analyst set aside data for analysis and
modeling for decision makers, big data instead provides a constant fast-flowing stream of data
which demands a more continuous approach to sampling, analyzing, and action (Davenport, 2014).

Many companies at the digital frontier has built capabilities around big data analysis to adapt and
develop their business on almost a daily basis (George & Lin, 2017). As such, competition and the
increased use of digitalization accelerates the speed of developments in services, products, as well as
in processes. Notably, the pace of change challenges the traditional linearity in business development
and necessitates faster responses to competitormoves. This rapid change is problematic for the typically
static and linear nature of PMS in both its strategic or operational role (Bititci et al., 2000; Neely, 2005). In
such changing environment, to ensure PMS remain relevant, a review of systems employed is normally
advocated (Bititci et al., 2000; Bititci, Carrie, & Mcdevitt, 1997; Bourne & Neely, 2003; Kaplan & Norton,
2007; Kennerley & Neely, 2003; Micheli & Manzoni, 2010; Najmi, Rigas, & Fan, 2005). But such review
process may be insufficiently dynamic (Bititci et al., 2000; Kolehmainen, 2010). Melnyk, Bititci, Platts,
Tobias, and Andersen (2014) note that if the environment is highly turbulent, management must revise
the strategymore often, and in turn, change theassociatedperformancemeasures aswell. Thus, there is
a need to identify how existing PMS theories and concepts are designed and employed in highly dynamic
environments and thereby incorporate the conditions of a digitalized environment (Melnyk et al., 2014).
This leads to the study’s first research question, which helps us establish the current workings of PMS in
dynamic conditions:
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RQ1: How has PMS research covered dynamic conditions?

Moreover, the main purpose of PMS is to support managers in the decision-making process by
means of providing decision-useful information (Choong, 2013; Taticchi, Balachandran, & Tonelli,
2012; Taticchi, Tonelli, & Cagnazzo, 2010). In a dynamic and rapidly changing environment, the
decision-making support function requires review. In digital and automated environments deci-
sion-making is often automated and highly data-driven (Schildt, 2017). This significantly shortens
the time in the decision feedback-loop to increase competitiveness in rapidly changing environ-
ments but does require some degree of stability and streamlined processes to enable automatiza-
tion. A form of data-driven management is on the rise where management of work is automated,
broadly labeled Algorithmic Management (AM) (Schildt, 2017), which works in conjunction with big
data management and Artificial Intelligence (AI). The AM software algorithms assume managerial
functions and surrounding institutional devices that supports algorithms (Lee et al., 2015).
Efficiencies are gained as optimizing algorithms can analyze large data sets to control processes
to maximize pre-defined outputs, such as costs or revenues (Schildt, 2017) and decisions and
corrections are made in real time. For example, there are AM applications in the ridesharing service
industry where jobs are assigned, optimized, and evaluated through algorithms and tracked data
in real time (Lee et al., 2015). AM is best applied in stable environments where pre-definitions are
possible, while the AI operates well in a domain of uncertainty. AI is based on probabilistic theory
to express uncertainty. The environment is constantly changing, and the algorithms are projected
to guess (or make assumptions) of reality. AI allows computers, and in turn, managers, to learn
from accessible data at a rate much faster than managers and generating insights typically
otherwise remaining undetected (Angelis & Ribeiro Da Silva, 2019). Both these characteristics are
important for decision-making in a fast-changing environment. In this way, digitalization and big
data enable a range of opportunities for capturing data for real-time performance measurement
and management. Hence, given the important issues around rapid change and digitalization and
PMS, we ask a second and more specific research question:

RQ2: How does PMS research cover digitalization, algorithmic management and artificial
intelligence?

Answering the two research questions helps us identify how PMS theories and concepts incorpo-
rate the dynamic element as well as manage it through the use of modern technologies. This
provides both insights to existing knowledge gaps and indications as to how these are being
resolved through adaptation and evolution. This in turn will provide the necessary foundation for
any later required development of the theories and concepts to fit the prevalent digital environ-
ment. To answer the questions a systematic literature review was conducted followed by
a keyword network analysis. An initial overview of the PMS literature in dynamic and fast-changing
conditions is presented first to set the literature, before it is explored in more depth in the following
analysis.

2. Performance measurement systems overview
The general literature on performance measurement and management systems is quite exten-
sive, and several studies explore the nature of changing conditions. The focus here is on the
latter. For example Neely (1999) discuss the PMS revolution and suggest the changing nature of
work, increasing competition, improvement initiatives, quality awards, changing organizational
roles, and changing external demands together with surges in information technology has led
to the increased popularity of PMS. Kennerley and Neely (2002) identify that few organization
have a systematic process in place to manage the evolution of their measurement systems and
identified the forces that shape the evolution of PMS. Bourne et al. (2003) contribute to the
understanding of factors which influence the success or failure of performance measurement
initiatives. Neely (2005) present how the field of performance measurement has evolved.
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Among other findings, the need for dynamic rather than static PMS was called for together with
a move from performance measurement to performance management. Srimai, Radford, and
Wright (2011) came to the same conclusions and identified, among other directions, that the
path of evolution has moved from static to dynamic PMS with a focus on management instead
of measurement. Taticchi and Balachandran (2008), based on review of existing frameworks the
authors developed a framework that integrates five systems: performance system, cost system,
capability evaluation system, benchmarking system, and planning system. Derived from orga-
nizations increased desire to build innovative capabilities, Micheli and Mura (2017) suggested
a more comprehensive design of PMS could facilitate transitioning from a cost paradigm
towards one supporting radical innovation rather than cost efficiencies. De Lima, Da Costa,
and Angelis (2008) present the development of a theoretical framework, organized as a set of
design recommendations to guide the performance measurement system capabilities develop-
ment in a strategic management system context. Among others, elements of continuous
improvement capability, organizational learning, strategic management, and change manage-
ment are highlighted with the recommendation measurement systems should be designed,
implemented, and managed as dynamic systems. However, the common ground is that
dynamic environments affect PMS.

Digitalization concerns turning internal and external interactions, business processes, and
even business models into digital ones where information is digitally represented. This move
is only possible, or economically interesting, due to technological advances in information
technology including software, computing power, and surrounding devices such as mobile
phones and sensors. With these developments, new opportunities within performance man-
agement emerge. Digitalization enable automatization of processes with Decision Support
Systems that utilize data, information and analytics capabilities (Delen & Demirkan, 2013).
Algorithms are developed that assume the role of making decisions and taking action based
on a set of performance measures to adjust to changing conditions, such as AM (Schildt,
2017). The umbrella term for smart algorithms, or systems that understand, adapt and learn
from its surrounding and take action to maximize outcomes is commonly AI, which holds
many underlying developments, such as machine learning and natural language processing.
AI technology can significantly assist decision-making as well as for activities within search
and discovery as large amounts of data can be processed (Davenport, 2014). As such, AI
often work in conjunction with Big Data defined as large unstructured and fast moving data
(McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012), where applications normally aim to make operational choices
that are either timelier or more efficient (Davenport, 2014; Schildt, 2017).

On digitalization, IT and AI the PMS literature is more scarce. Neely (1999) highlight the power
of information technology and how it has changed the way company performance is measured.
Bourne et al. (2003) identify the shared call for highly developed information systems for
successful PMS initiatives. Bititci et al. (2000) argue that PMS need to be dynamic to deploy
changes in the internal and external environment. This is suggested to be accomplished with
the use of IT-based systems, artificial intelligence, and neural networks to facilitate closed-loop
systems. Peters, Wieder, Sutton, and Wakefield (2016) investigated how quality in business
intelligence systems improves the diagnostic and interactive dimensions of PMS, which are
positively associated with competitive advantage. While there are articles discussing various
opportunities for PMS based on digital information technology advances there is no common
ground and no literature reviews describing fundamental elements of PMS in a highly digitalized
environment.

3. Method
For this study, a systematic literature review was undertaken together with bibliometric and
keyword network analysis. The systematic literature search method makes use of an iterative
procedure where relevant articles are searched, checked and reviewed for relevance until the
whole literature review is complete (Tranfield, Denyer, & Smart, 2003). Subsequent meta-analysis
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provides a quantitative method to increase the quality and comprehensiveness in literature
reviews and undertaken in this study based on synthesis of keywords to identify trends, gaps,
and directions of the PMS literature. The research design is visualized in Figure 1.

3.1. Identification of research—sample selection and literature search
The study is based on bibliometric data extracted from 241 papers published in 139 different
journals and conference proceedings. To collect a wide range of peer-reviewed research literature
from leading journals together with web sources, the sample was drawn from Scopus database
that is one of the largest repositories of abstracts and citations of peer-reviewed literature. The
review is concept-centric, as recommended by Webster and Watson (2002). In all, the sample
represents PMS in dynamic or highly competitive environments where companies automate with
the help of digitalization to compete in highly competitive environments. By manually reviewing
seminal contributions in the subject areas, such as Constantiou and Kallinikos (2015), Teece,
Pisano, and Shuen (1997), Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) and Schildt (2017), the following concept
derived search string and keywords were used for the literature search:

(“performance measurement” OR “performance measurement system*” OR “performance
management system*”) AND ((dynami* OR “dynamic capabilit*” OR “dynamic manage*” OR
“dynamic environment*” OR “dynamic market*” OR “organizational change*”) OR (“algorithmic
manage*” OR automat* OR digital* OR algorithm* OR AI OR “artificial intellige*” OR “infor-
mation technology” OR IT OR “industry 4.0” OR “big data” OR “decision support system*” OR
“information management”))

The search generated 2560 articles searching author and indexed keywords. Inclusion criteria was
that the literature is within business management to capture the management literature, and full
paper published in peer-reviewed scientific journals or from conference proceedings. This was to
ensure new topics and discussions are captured while maintaining quality of the included material,
thus excluding media such as books, newspaper articles, and technical reports. 251 results
remained after limiting the criteria to English, articles and conference papers, and the subject
area to Business Management. Searching indexed keywords over merely author keywords was
necessary to capture papers discussing elements of rapid change without necessary including it as
keyword. A good example paper of what have would have ended up outside the periphery with
simply an author keyword search is McAdam, Bititci, and Galbraith (2017), who incorporate a DC
and PMS perspective researching technology alignment and business strategy in rapidly changing
markets, without including DC as a keyword. After deleting duplicates, 247 articles were left for
manual review. Further inclusion criterion was that the papers discussed PMS in any form (e.g.
performance measures or performance management) together with elements of either dynamics

Literature Review

1. Identification of 
research

Database selection

Keyword search  

Subject filter

Review and selection 
of primary studies

2. Data Analysis Bibliometric study

Descriptive analysis

Keyword network 
analysis

Figure 1. Research design:
identification of previous
research with subsequent data
analysis.
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(e.g. rapid change, dynamic capabilities, organizational change) or digitalization (e.g. AM, auto-
matization, IT). After reviewing the literature, six papers were excluded from the final sample
based on these criteria totaling 241 papers.

3.2. Data analysis
To analyze the literature from the systematic literature review, a bibliometric approach was
chosen. Bibliometric methods have previously been used in PMS research (e.g. Taticchi, Tonelli, &
Pasqualino, 2013) or operations management in general (e.g. Pilkington & Liston-Heyes, 1999) to
present developments, trends, and gaps in the subject fields. A descriptive analysis is first per-
formed and presented based on the bibliometric data for a first understanding of the research
area. Applied to the bibliometric data, the study adopts a keyword network analysis approach to
identify conceptual networks. Keyword network analysis differs from, for example social network
analysis, as it focuses on the structure of a system based on shared meaning, rather than
connections between actors and partners. Thus, if nodes are connected their concepts overlap
(Doerfel & Barnett, 1999). The method constructs a network of relationships among occurring
words appearing in texts, comprehends content, and finds meaning (Kim & Jang, 2017) and allow
to model relationships in graphs labeled with nodes and edges (Drieger, 2013). Thus, a group of
publications in a thematic domain are represented by a conceptual network where keywords act
as nodes and relationships, or links, are the edges enabling analysis of thematic trends and flows
within a semantic domain (Dotsika & Watkins, 2017). Last, positional analysis was carried out by
means of centrality measures, which indicate significant positions and connections (Dotsika &
Watkins, 2017). Standard measures are chosen, being; degree centrality, closeness, eccentricity
(farness), and betweenness. Degree centrality is chosen to identify the center of discourse, i.e.
identify how central each keyword is in the network structure, as it measures the number of
connection points that a keyword makes with other words. On the opposite, low degree centrality
would identify keywords in the periphery and not central to the mainstream discourse (Freeman,
1979). Closeness centrality is chosen to identify a nodes distance to all other nodes, thus captures
how near a keyword is to other keywords (Dotsika & Watkins, 2017), the lower distance the faster
influence from this keyword can travel in the network community (Freeman, 1979). For larger
networks, we include Eigenvector as a complement to closeness to identify the central actors, as
recommended by Hanneman and Riddle (2005). Betweenness indicates the frequency of how often
a keyword fall between pairs of other points, and is useful to identify the potential of a point for
control of communication (Freeman, 1979). In other words, if betweenness centrality of a keyword
is high, it may have a great influence on the flow of information in the network. In addition,
eccentricity, or farness, measures the distance from a node to the farthest node (Dotsika &
Watkins, 2017), and was chosen to identify knowledge gaps and research opportunities. Network
density is measured to understand how compact the community is, and a recommended measure
of group cohesion (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Finally, k-core analysis helps identify tightly
interlinked and cohesive subgroups within the network (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). For our
analysis we set out two objectives: identify and illustrate where the literature is pointing, and
potentially where it is not pointing, and to identify and illustrate existing, and non-existing,
relationships between knowledge groups.

Bibliometric information of; author(s), paper type (journal article or conference proceeding),
paper title, publication media title, indexed keyword(s), number of citations, and publication year
was organized using Mendeley® software. Most manual work organizing the information was
related to including indexed and author keywords over only author keywords. Indexed keywords
were included to generate a richer data set. It was noted that many keywords needed manual
review. For example, keyword such as “balanced score card” was edited to “balanced scorecard” or
plural forms such as “performance measurement systems” where edited to “performance mea-
surement system”. The information was reviewed several times to ensure that data are correct,
especially potential duplicates in keywords as indexed keywords were manually merged with
author keywords, opening for potential risk of skewed results. From Mendeley® the information
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was extracted to Microsoft Excel® to enable subsequent synthesizing using Qlikview® software
together with graphical presentations.

To generate information for the keyword network analysis, the web-application MC3R® by FLUXO
Business and Industrial Automation was used to populate a square 1616 word*word keyword matrix
together with statistical reports. Similar as for the bibliometric analysis above, information of; author-
(s), paper title, publication media title, indexed keyword(s), and publication year was reviewed for
correctness. Keywords were edited in the same way as described previously to not risk two or more
essentially same keywords are considered different during meta-analysis and accumulation of infor-
mation. Subsequently UCINET/Netdraw (Borgatti, Everett, & Freeman, 2002) was used to diagram the
results for the keyword network analysis, including the K-core analysis, and to capture the values of
the chosen measures (degree centrality, closeness, betweenness centrality, eccentricity, eigenvector,
and network density). The matrix was cleared for both isolates and pendants.

4. Findings
The findings are presented next, starting with descriptive analysis and followed by the keyword
network analysis.

4.1. Descriptive analysis
As a first step, we present in Table 1 a short review of the Scopus search results which illustrate the
magnitude and popularity of the research areas.

Out of the articles with AM as keyword, all except one of the articles (published in 2012) are
published between 2015–2018. The scarcity in articles and majority published in the last three
years suggests AM as a research area is relatively new. The dynamic capability perspective,
however, is fairly explored and spans between 1972–2018. However, the amount of publications
increases per year, indicating an increased popularity.

Turning to the sample to investigate PMS in environments of rapid change, we see in Figure 2 an
increasing number of articles being published from 1987 to 2017. The most common keywords used
are displayed below in Figure 3. The same keywords are presented in a web-diagram in Figure 4 to
illustrate the main keywords relative to each other.

As shown in Figure 2, between 2013–2018 there was a notable increase in articles, representing
40% of the total sample, which together with the trendline overall, supports the increased and
growing popularity of PMS. Investigating the most common keywords between 2013–2018 in
Figure 5 we see “information management”, “decision support systems”, “sustainable develop-
ment”, “supply chain management”, “decision making”, and “innovation” at the top. These are the
main topics discussed in the sample population during this period.

Figure 6 shows an increasing trend for the top keywords during this period being “information
management”, “decision support systems”, “benchmarking”, and “supply chain management”.
Sustainable development was popular in 2016, however, no trendline was identified.

The common and trending keywords; “information management”, “decision support systems”,
“sustainable development”, and “supply chain management” represent the direction for

Table 1. Search results from selected keywords on Scopus

Keyword Results

“Performance measurement system*” 4,643

“Dynamic capabilit*” 1,790

“Algorithmic management” 6
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Figure 2. Amount and trendline
of number of articles published
1987–2017.

Figure 3. Top 20 keywords in
the full sample based on key-
word presence.

Figure 4. Top 20 keywords that
shows the relative use of the
main keywords.
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contemporary and future mainstream research—a research area focused on decision-making,
information management, sustainability, and supply chain. This is explored further in the network
analysis.

Our full sample presents a collection of management, engineering, and operations journals
which are presented in Figure 7. The top 20 journals and conference proceedings represents
39% (96) of all sampled articles and are considered representative for their relevance in the field
and degree of popularity among authors. 54 (56%) of these 96 published articles are published in
various Operations and Production journals. The main keywords were “supply chain management”,
decision support systems”, “data envelopment analysis”, “decision making”, “information manage-
ment”, and “artificial intelligence” suggesting a main interest in operations management by
information and analytics combined with decision-making and supply chain.

In addition, 12 of the 96 articles (13%) are conference proceedings from conferences around
Information Management, with a focus on business. The most popular conference is the
International Business Information Management Association Conference on conference topics
such as Innovation Management, Sustainability, Strategic Planning, and Smart Implementation.
The main keywords from these conferences are “information management”, “economics”,

Figure 6. Trends for the most
frequent keywords between
2013 and 2018.

Figure 5. The most used key-
words between 2013 and 2018.
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“innovation”, and “sustainable development” suggesting a more comprehensive approach where
information together with problems on a macro level are discussed.

From the full sample, we selected the top ten keywords (Figure 8) and cleared for the main
keywords such as “performance measurement systems” or “performance management”. It shows
that “information management” and “decision support systems” in a PMS context have surged
significantly in the last years, after being relatively stagnant. “Decision making” is also on the rise,
as is “benchmarking”. Combined they suggest an environment with an abundance of information
available for informed decisions requiring a system to synthesize and analyze information.
Increased use of the keyword “benchmarking” suggests an increased interest in what competitors
are doing in the competitive environment. Interestingly, and perhaps surprisingly, the keyword
“information technology” has decreased since 2011.

To summarize. By exploring recent publications (2013–2018) we found that keywords; “informa-
tion management”, “decision support systems”, “supply chain management”, “decision making”,
“benchmarking”, and “innovation” are at the top and trending. “Sustainable development” is also
found at the top but only apparent during 2016. These represents the direction for contemporary
and future mainstream research within the sample.

Figure 7. Top 20 journals and
conference proceedings.

Figure 8. The six most used
keywords in the sample
(cleared for keywords such as
“performance measurement
systems” or “performance
management”).
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Analyzing the main top journals, we identified a main interest in operations management by
information and analytics combined with decision-making and supply chain. By looking at con-
tributions during conferences we find “information management”, “economics”, “innovation”, and
“sustainable development” suggesting a more holistic interest in information management and
sustainability.

There has been a steep surge in keywords; “information management”, “decision support
systems”, decision making”, and “benchmarking” in the last few years, which indicates an interest
in managing information for informed decisions in competitive environments.

4.2. Keyword network analysis
A visual representation of the full sample was constructed by using UCINET/Netdraw (Borgatti
et al., 2002), including the K-core analysis, and to capture the values of the chosen measures. We
have placed the graph in Appendix A (Figure A1) as the graph is very dense and difficult to draw
any visual conclusions from. The graph represents the full sample with node size after degree
centrality. Instead, we turned to density measures to draw conclusions of the network and its
cohesion. The network density has an average value of 0.017 with a standard deviation of 0.168
and average weighted degree of 13.733. This is considered very low and presents a weak network.
Measuring the geodesic distance inform us that the average geodesic distance is 3 and with std.
deviation of 1. This was as expected as two rather distanced conceptual areas of PMS were
captured; dynamics and digitalization. Low-density networks indicate poor connections in the
network and between its members, and influences the ease of information exchange
(Hanneman & Riddle, 2005). However, as noted by Wasserman and Faust (1994), a less dense
network create interesting opportunities for finding new ideas and opportunities in contrary to
a dense network.

A nodal degree informs where the action is in a network (Wasserman & Faust, 1994), and the data
shows that PMS is being researched with a focus on “information management”, “decision support
system”, “benchmarking”, “information technology”, “decision making”, “supply chain management”,
“sustainable development”, “competition”, “artificial intelligence”, and “innovation”. This again informs
us that the hot-pot of PMS and operations management in competitive environments revolves around
digital aid for management of information, in addition to benchmarking, and decision-making in
a context of supply chain and sustainability. Note that “informationmanagement” has twice the degree

Figure 9. The 15 Keywords with
highest normalized degree
centrality.
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of “decision support systems”and40% larger degree thanperformancemanagement, thus considerably
more central than its fellow actors. The centrality degree in descending order is presented in Figure 9.

To completely understand the keyword network and actor importance it is necessary to examine
multiple relationships (Hanneman & Riddle, 2005). In Table 2 the highest values of the selected
network measures are presented in descending order. Closeness reveals the distance to all other
nodes, and is interpreted as the center of attention, whose view are heard by a larger number of
actors as information easily can be distributed (Hanneman & Riddle, 2005). Betweenness helps
identify the potential of a points communication control (Freeman, 1979), as the actor must be
between many other actors via their geodesics (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). From the keywords in
Table 2 we see few keywords that share high closeness, betweenness, and degree. These are:
“information management”, “information technology”, “decision support systems”, and “decision
making”. These are the most central and important concepts in the PMS literature focused on rapid
change. Some caution should be taken using closeness as a measure in larger networks
(Hanneman & Riddle, 2005), so to conclude the centrality analysis we use Eigenvector which
measures the smallest farness from others relative to the overall structure (Hanneman & Riddle,
2005). In Table 3 we see the eigenvalue for each keyword supporting centrality of the keywords,
especially “information management”. The top two are two times larger than the third. This means
they are twice as important in the network, which supports previous results around “information
management” as a central and important concept in the network. Farness, longest geodesic
distance to other nodes, reveals a small cluster of niched information management topics

Table 2. Top 15 centrality measures in descending order. 1 means highest degree, 15 means
the lowest degree

Closeness Farness Betweenness Centrality Degree
1 Performance

measurement
Design purposes Performance

management
performance
measurement

2 Information
management

Financial and non-
financial-measures

Information
management

information
management

3 Artificial intelligence Impact on business
outcomes

Information
technology

performance
management

4 Performance
management

Information quality Performance
measurement

decision support
system

5 Benchmarking Information
technology use

Decision support
system

benchmarking

6 Balanced scorecard Information
technology
optimization

Key performance
indicator

information
technology

7 Supply chain
management

Inventory optimization Manufacture decision making

8 Information
technology

Resource optimization Decision making supply chain
management

9 Sustainable
development

Domain specific
languages

Performance
measurement system

sustainable
development

10 Alignment Dynamic web
applications

Industrial
management

industrial
management

11 Aggregate
performance

Haskell Management competition

12 Aggregates Html Performance variables artificial intelligence

13 Performance variables Dynamics Problem solving innovation

14 Decision support
system

Management styles Innovation performance
measurement system

15 Decision making Supply chain dynamics Performance indicators balanced scorecard
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(“information: quality, technology use, technology optimization”) together with topics on dynamics
(“dynamics”, “dynamic web applications”, and “supply chain dynamics”) suggesting interesting
niche concepts for future research.

As the keywords DC and AM have not yet been found in the network they were identified
“manually”, noting the geodesic distance between “performance measurement” and “dynamic
capabilities” to be 1 (see Table 4), thus indicating a direct link. Else, there are two steps between
the main keywords. Our second discovery is what is not seen. The keyword “algorithmic manage-
ment” is absent among the keywords, which suggests a significant opportunity for further research
as it is both a contemporary popular topic and highly related to PMS. For DC topics, degree
centrality is almost 0 (0 with three decimals) (See Table 5). This can be compared by degree of

Table 3. Eigenvector for top 15 keywords

Keyword Eigenvector

Performance measurement 0.452

Information management 0.424

Decision support system 0.201

Benchmarking 0.196

Performance management 0.178

Decision making 0.172

Information technology 0.157

Innovation 0.146

Supply chain management 0.143

Sustainable development 0.137

Competition 0.136

Industrial management 0.128

Key performance indicator 0.126

Artificial intelligence 0.112

Balanced scorecard 0.109

Table 4. Geodesic distance between main topics keywords

Geodesic Distance Main Keywords

Performance measurement Algorithmic management NA

Performance measurement
system*

Algorithmic management NA

Performance management
system*

Algorithmic management NA

Performance measurement Dynamic capabilities 1

Performance measurement
system*

Dynamic capabilities 2

Performance management
system*

Dynamic capabilities 2

Performance measurement Dynamic capability perspective 2

Performance measurement
system*

Dynamic capability perspective 2

Performance management
system*

Dynamic capability perspective 2
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25 while the keyword “performance measurement” had 1258. Eigenvector is 0.013, which is low for
the network. Such low degree centrality signals keywords are in the periphery and not central to
the mainstream discourse (Freeman, 1979), as does a low Eigenvector. As such, DC and AM are
found in the periphery and represent another underdeveloped research topic.

As shown, there is a direct link between “performance measurement” and dynamic capabilities”.
with a geodesic path of 1 which are discussing performance measurement and DC specifically.
These articles are presented in Table 6, where Rodney McAdam and Brendan Galbraith are the
main contributors. It is also noted that the produced articles were all published last year, suggest-
ing a topic on the rise Although the frequency is too low to say so for sure.

To identify subgroups within the network, a k-core analysis was performed with node size after
degree centrality. This is presented in Figure 10. Five subgroups were identified after limiting the
relationships to >3 to first focus on the main groups but also enabling visualization of the graph.
One subgroup represents the keywords with the highest degree centrality and can as such be
considered to be most influential group in the network.

Since they form a cohesive subgroup they are connected and concepts overlap (Doerfel &
Barnett, 1999) and they can be conceptually summarized, see Table 7.

Conceptual group numbers 1, 2, 4, and 5 are leaning towards high degree of technology
application and innovation with information management and decision-making combined with
continuous improvement for optimization and automatization. This either in a supply chain or
manufacturing context with an interest in sustainability. These groups are more suitable to explore
PMS under periods of stability, however, highly competitive, as they are close to AM, automatiza-
tion, digitalization, and Industry 4.0. The concepts are related because companies in highly

Table 5. Main topic keywords centrality by degree and Eigenvector

Main Keyword nDegree Centrality Eigenvector

Dynamic capabilities 0 (3 decimals)/geodesic 25 0.013

Dynamic capability perspective 0 (3 decimals)/geodesic 14 0.003

Algorithmic management NA NA

Table 6. Presents four articles with links between PMS and DC. The linking keyword is “per-
formance measurement” and “dynamic capabilities”

Author(s) Title
(Li, Wu, & Holsapple, 2015)
Li, X
Wu, Q
Holsapple, C W

Best-value supply chains and firms’ competitive
performance: empirical studies of their linkage

(Hanson, Melnyk, & Calantone, 2011)
Hanson, J D
Melnyk, S A
Calantone, R A

Defining and measuring alignment in performance
management

(McAdam, Humphreys, et al., 2017)
McAdam, R
Humphreys, P
Galbraith, B
Miller, Kl

Developing management capability within
a horizontal supply chain in performance
measurement deployment and evolution: a Dynamic
Capabilities and Goal Theory perspective

(McAdam, Bititci, et al., 2017)
McAdam, R
Bititci, U
Galbraith, B

Technology alignment and business strategy:
a performance measurement and Dynamic Capability
perspective
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competitive and moderately stable environments tend to automate and digitalize their processes
to increase efficiencies (Schildt, 2017). As decisions are being automated and highly data-driven
(McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012; Schildt, 2017) there is a move to replace managerial functions. Such
AM entails software algorithms that assume managerial functions and surrounding institutional
devices (Lee et al., 2015). We also learned that efficiencies are gained from analyzing large data
sets for increased optimization (Schildt, 2017). Another solution spanning the entire supply chain,

Table 7. Analysis of the potential concept emerging from the subgroups. Group 1 with highest
degree centrality

Group Keywords Conceptualization/Themes
1
(most influential
group)

PMS, performance management,
information management, performance
measurement, decision support systems,
information technology, and supply chain
management.

Researching decision support systems
that incorporate information and
information technology for performance
measurement and management. Mainly
in a supply chain context.

2 Sustainable development, management,
artificial intelligence, innovation, data
envelopment analysis, performance
management systems, competition,
economics, performance indicators, and
operational efficiencies.

Researching sustainable development,
planning, and operational efficiencies by
innovation on artificial intelligence and
data analysis as a result of competition.

3 Knowledge management, personnel,
organizational level, competitive
advantage, risk management, decision
theory, customer satisfaction, operations
research.

Customer centric organizational research
putting peoples’ knowledge at the center
for competitive advantage and exploring
decision making theory.

4 Data reduction, standards, resource
allocation, optimal resource allocation,
performance evaluation, computer
simulation, system dynamics, inventory
control.

Diverse group mainly focusing on
manufacturing with strategies of
optimization, automation, and quality.

5 Supply chain, efficiency, continuous
improvement, manufacture,
performance information, and planning.

Supply chain centric with planning based
on performance information for
continuous improvement.

Figure 10. K-core analysis with
relations >3 and node size after
degree. Five main subgroups
identified.
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with a very high degree of automatization, is Industry 4.0, with modern information and commu-
nication technologies, which increase productivity, quality, and agility that have significant com-
petitive value (Sihn, 2014). The manufacturing context also stands out in Industry 4.0.

Conceptual group 3 is putting people at the center of the organization and consider knowledge
and decision-making a competitive advantage. This group is more capable of exploring PMS and DC
as managers in dynamic environments to a higher extent need to rely on real-time information
and intense communication among all participants to rapidly adapt to the environment.
Uncertainty is high in a highly dynamic environment and the ability to recognize opportunities
highly depends on the individuals or the company’s capabilities and existing knowledge, and
requires the ability to build hypotheses around market and trends directions (Teece, 2007). It is
also suggested that decentralization of decision rights and team-work together with flexible task
responsibilities improves performance in dynamic environments (Teece, 2007). In markets where
the competitive landscape is shifting, the capabilities where managers integrate, build, and
reconfigure resources (Teece et al., 1997), and especially the management of knowledge resources
(Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000) instead become the source of sustained competitive advantage.
Researchers interested in further endeavors in PMS and rapid change may well explore concepts
around these two themes.

By summarizing our findings, centrality measures informed us that “information management”,
“information technology”, “decision support systems”, “benchmarking”, and “decision making” are
the most central and important concepts in the PMS literature focused on dynamics and rapid
change.

Gaps were identified by:

• Eccentricity measures that revealed a niched focus on information as potential for future
research, with a central keyword being “information management”. Areas of dynamics was
identified as a gap in the PMS research on rapid change.

• Manual gap analysis on DC, and AM, which revealed that neither is incorporated fully in the
PMS literature. However, a few articles were identified with two main contributors within
PMS and DC.

K-core analysis identified subgroups in the network and interesting conceptual areas for future
research. One group leans towards technology application and innovation with information man-
agement and decision-making combined with continuous improvement for optimization and
automatization. Another group leans towards putting people at the center of the organization
and consider knowledge and decision-making a competitive advantage.

5. Conclusion
The study has explored the performance management literature in the context of a dynamic, chan-
ging, and competitive environment. In answering the first research question, which was related to
PMS in highly dynamic, constantly changing environments, we found that there is a link between PMS,
dynamics, and DC, but that the link is weak. There are few articles written that incorporate the two
theories which could suggest an increasing interest. However, the mainstream PMS literature within
the sample does not point in the direction of exploring dynamics and/or DC theory.

The second research question was related to PMS and digitalization, application of algorithms or
AI. We identified the link to this area as stronger compared to dynamics, with central keywords
such as “information management”, “information technology”, “decision support systems”, “deci-
sion making”, and “artificial intelligence”. In addition, the mainstream literature in the sample
points in the direction of an interest in managing information for informed decisions in
a competitive environment with trending keywords such as “information management”, “decision
support systems”, “decision making”, and “benchmarking”. This may reflect a situation where we
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possess an abundance of information available for informed decisions while we require a “system”

to synthesize and analyze the information. Identification of geodesics between AM and PMS
revealed that the link to AM does not exist. That the link is not present shows an unexplored
area of research, which is noteworthy since AM has strong ties to PMS. The gap may be explained
by the topic newness, which was also identified during the first search on AM in Scopus.

This has several implications, both conceptually and empirically. First, interesting opportunities
to develop PMS theory that supports dynamic capabilities may be overlooked by not incorporating
DC theory in PMS research. The question of what PMS in highly dynamic environments are that
supports achieving congruence with the changing business environment strategies remains open.
PMS designed incorporating dynamic capabilities needs to support flexible strategies and the
capabilities to integrate, build, and reconfigure resources, and especially the management of
knowledge resources to create series of temporary advantages. Topics on dynamics had a high
farness and only a few articles have been written incorporating the two topics simultaneously. This
calls for more empirical studies on the subject. Through K-core analysis we identified a conceptual
research subgroup (number 3) where people are placed at the center of the organization, and
knowledge and decision-making considered providing a competitive advantage. Conceptually, this
research group is suitable for researching PMS and DC as managers in dynamic environments to
a high degree rely on real-time information and intense communication among participants to
rapidly adapt to the environment. Nonetheless, digitalization needs to be incorporated in studies
on DC and PMS as change and dynamics are highly intertwined.

Second, the centrality and frequency of keywords in the sample identified a large and main-
stream interest in “information management”, “decision support systems”, “decision making”,
“information technology”, “benchmarking” and “artificial intelligence”. These concepts are central
in the sample. It conceptually means PMS theory primarily is being developed for moderately
stable environments, not dynamic and changing ones. The conclusion is supported by the higher
degree of stability that is required to streamline processes for such efficiency and investment in
technology and development (for example in automatization). Moving forward we expect to see
PMSs’ that are highly advanced, developed around streamlined processes, and target a large
amount of daily tactical decisions rather than the few and strategic ones. A PMS supporting
strategic management may even be developed based on DC theory. Through the K-core analysis,
we identified four out of five subgroups exploring technology applications with information man-
agement, artificial intelligence, data analysis, automations, and decision-making together with
continuous improvement for optimization, efficiencies, and automatization in competitive environ-
ments. That the groups were positioned this way reveals the locus of PMS research in competitive
environments. Researchers that choose to position themselves relative the subgroup who better fit
with AM and automatization is a rather engineered group and would perhaps take a technical
approach to further explore PMS together with AM, Industry 4.0, and AI.

Third, for managers the implications of PMS not incorporating DC theory will create an unba-
lanced body of research. Tools, techniques, and technology required to compete in the short run
and in temporary stable environments will be well developed while research will be less capable in
assisting in how to develop PMSs’ that move synchronously with changing market conditions and
assist strategic decision-making for repeated temporary advantages that meet the needs of
tomorrow or help to keep pace without knowing the future.

Last, for researchers interested in more niched topics, eccentricity measures revealed topics of
information (“information: quality, technology use, technology optimization”) together with topics on
dynamics (“dynamics”, “dynamic web applications”, and “supply chain dynamics”) for future research.
Those interested in investigating niched areas of information and dynamics may leverage from the
centrality of “information” in general to gain traction in the community. Information management did
have a two times higher Eigenvector, giving it a significant presence in the network. The K-core analysis
revealed five sub-groups in the network which conceptually may be bundled to just two groups, each
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presenting a conceptual context to position future research. The two groups are suitable for further
exploration of either DC and taking an organizational or human capital perspective, or digitalized and
exploring or AM, automatization and optimization of PMS in a highly dynamic environment.

5.1. Limitations and further work
The analyzed sample contained a sufficient sample of 241 articles, but computer power is
a limitation. Additional studies with a larger dataset are recommended to strengthen and validate
the findings. In addition, quantitative studies such as this are recommended to be supported by
qualitative findings. A next step would be to deepen the understanding of performance systems in
dynamic environments through several case studies.
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Figure A1. The full network
graph with node size after
degree and the 15 nodes with
highest degree labeled.
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